
Position Description
The Crossing

Digital Discipleship Minister
Purpose of The Crossing
To develop devoted followers of Jesus who develop devoted followers of Jesus.

Goal for The Crossing Staff
To have a team that is good at what they do, loves what they do, and loves the people they’re doing it with.

Purpose of the role
To use The Crossing’s digital platforms (existing and those yet discovered) to attract prospective guests and keep
attenders connected, informed, challenged and inspired by what God is doing at The Crossing as well as
influence direction and partnership across The Crossing’s digital platforms.

Principle Function
This role’s primary function is to develop and lead the digital strategy across all of The Crossing’s media platforms
and oversee the content and direction of The Crossing campus and ministry-area social media channels. They will
coach staff and volunteers on strategies to connect with people in these digital spaces, with compelling content
and how to engage those who follow and correspond with the church.

Role Level
x Team Member (a person who leads themselves and potentially volunteers)

Team Leader (a person who leads Staff Members)

Commitments
All The Crossing staff are expected to be:

● Committed to Christ, His Church, and His Mission. This person is expected to be a fully-devoted follower
of Christ, pursuing Christ at the highest level seeking to do their absolute best to edify the church and
move God’s mission forward.

● Committed to The Crossing. This person should seek to honor The Crossing’s mission, values, policies
and culture.

● Committed to the Ministry, Purpose & Values. This person should believe in the stated purpose and
values of this specific ministry and do their best to improve and grow the ministry through this role.

● Committed to Excellence. We do all things as unto the Lord and believe God deserves our best efforts.
Also, because we exist to make disciples, we are eager to do things with excellence.  If we fail to strive for
excellence, we often compromise the effectiveness of our mission. We believe the Lord is most honored
when we strive to do the best we can in all things. We have high standards and believe this honors the
Lord and His Church.

● Committed to equipping others for ministry. Believing God has gifted every believer for ministry, we
actively seek to discover and unleash those gifts in practical ways wherever possible. This ministry
position exists not only to accomplish work in a specific area of need, but also to empower others for
meaningful ministry.

Character & Attributes
All Team Members are expected to be/possess:

● Spiritually & emotionally mature. This person needs to love Jesus and be in a growing relationship with
him. They must be spiritually and emotionally strong and stable and lead themselves well with a
supportive network of relationships.

● A positive attitude. Attitude is everything, and this person must have a “whatever it takes” attitude and
bring positivity to problem solving and new challenges.
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● Self-aware. This person should be aware of the impact that they have on others and how their own
wiring, experiences, feelings, and biases impact their leadership.

● Love for people. This person has to genuinely love people like the “crazy shepherd” of Jesus’ parable in
Luke 15.

● Trustworthy. This person must be responsible with assignments and able to keep confidences at their
level of staff involvement. Protect the witness and integrity of the church of Christ. Loyalty to ministry staff
and leaders, and to The Crossing is essential.

● Coachable. This person must be able to receive direction and feedback from those in leadership and be a
good follower.

● Flexible & Open-handed. Like all The Crossing staff, this person holds loosely to the ministry that has
been entrusted to them, knowing that, ultimately, this is God’s ministry, and it’s not about us. Thus, we
yield our own “turf,” when necessary.

● A team player. As a staff we support and encourage one another and work collaboratively for the
accomplishment of the mission.

● Filled with a sense of humor. This person should take this role seriously without taking themselves too
seriously.

● Self-motivated. This person must be able to initiate things without being prompted, be a “self-starter”
and able to get things done in an efficient and timely manner.

● Humble & Hungry. This person should exhibit the humility of Christ and always seek to get better.
● Passionate about this particular ministry area. This person should have some sense of calling and

passion for this type of ministry.
As a leader of volunteers, this person should also be/possess:

● Relationally savvy. This person must have a high emotional intelligence, understand people well, and
effectively navigate relationships.

● Courageous. This person is not careless, but embraces challenges and takes necessary risks.
● Grit. This person is mentally tough and poised through difficult situations.  They demonstrate

perseverance and strength of character over time.  They can absorb criticism, setbacks, and the “junk”
that comes with ministry.

● A wide bandwidth. Able to understand, sympathize with, lead, and relate to a wide variety and number
of people.

Competencies
All Team Members should be able to:

● Communicate well. Communicate well in both writing and speech across multiple organizational levels.
● Use technology effectively. Use core technology systems and program used by the church (including

but not limited to Google Suite, Church Community Builder (church database))
● Execute ministry. Perform the most basic forms of ministry within your ministry context/area.
● Manage work effectively. This person must be able to make steady progress on long-term goals while

simultaneously managing various short-term concerns. Must effectively manage the tensions between
“urgent” & “important,” tasks & relationships.

As a leader of volunteers, this person should be able to:
● Develop people. This person must create an environment of high invitation and high challenge where

those under their leadership are supported, valued, equipped, and called forward in their discipleship
journey and vocation.

● Build teams. Invite, assimilate, equip, edify, and transition people into meaningful ministry roles. This
requires the ability to delegate.

● Lead from here to there. This person must be able to see a vision of where the team needs to go, assess
the reality of the current situation, and make and execute a plan to get from where we are now to where
we want to be. This requires problem solving, creativity, strategic thinking, managing change, risk-taking,
care for people, and wisdom.

● Identify & communicate ministry-specific values/vision/processes/systems. The leader must establish
direction and goals for their specific ministry and create the structures that help support the vision and
its execution. This requires critical thinking across micro and macro levels of the ministry to create
processes to make ministry happen.

● Evaluate & improve. Evaluate all aspects of ministry, systems and staff and give edifying feedback that
leads toward improvement. This includes conducting staff performance evaluations.

● Deal with conflict & lead through tension. This person must have a keen sense for when something is
“off” or “smells funky” and be willing to engage. They should have a knack for diffusing tension, helping
people refocus on what matters, and building unity amidst a diversity of people. This person must protect
the mission from conflict and tension that sap energy and distract from the main thing.

● Manage ministry budget & allocate resources. Manage and allocate financial and human resources
within boundaries.

● Stay organized. This is a multi-faceted position that demands multi-tasking.  This person must be able to
prioritize and manage time and resources well.
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The following competencies are specific to this role:
● Goal Setting. This person can identify targeted demographics and set clear objectives to reach desired

outcomes that leverage the church’s online marketing efforts and show ROI in key areas.
● Digital Media Savvy. This person demonstrates creativity and documented immersion in social media

and other digital media..
● Marketing. This person has familiarity with and can execute traditional and online marketing strategies

and maintains a working knowledge of principles of SEO including keyword research and Google
Analytics.

● Content Strategies. This person can create strategies that strengthen the The Crossing brand, develop a
visual identity for online platforms, and provide content strategies for ministries and volunteer teams.

● Creative Writing. This person displays the ability to effectively communicate information and ideas in
written and video format for content online.

● Technical Understanding/Learning. This person makes evident good technical understanding and can
pick up new tools quickly (social media tools, blogging platforms, CMS). While not requiring web
development knowledge, a basic understanding of HTML and CSS is desired.

● Customer Service. This person demonstrates winning social customer service techniques such as
empathy, patience, advocacy and conflict resolution. They also possess great ability to identify potential
negative or crisis situation and apply conflict resolution principles to mitigate issues.

Responsibilities
As a leader of volunteers, this person is responsible for:

● Excellent communication with their team members, casting vision, clarifying expectations, measuring
progress, cultivating culture, setting and accomplishing goals, maintaining alignment with the mission
and values, and developing the people in their area.

More specifically, this person’s responsibilities are as follows:
● Manage day-to-day activities of all of The Crossing’s Digital Media Platforms including:

○ Develop a focused social marketing strategy to increase traffic and visibility of accounts to reach
The Crossing’s primary audiences

○ Create, curate, and manage all published content (images, video and written).
○ Develop and implement live social experiences across social platforms, including the church

online platform
○ Monitor, listen and respond to users in a “Social” way while cultivating engagement with next

steps.
○ Develop and expand community outreach efforts by promoting shareable content and brand

advocacy.
○ Oversee design (ie: Facebook Timeline cover, profile pic, thumbnails, ads, landing pages,

Instagram profile, Website, App, etc.).
○ Design, create and manage promotions and Social ad campaigns in conjunction with Worship

Minister for overall impact across all digital platforms
○ Manage efforts in building online reviews and reputation. Monitor online reviews and respond to

each review.
○ Analyze key metrics monthly and tweak strategy as needed.
○ Compile reports for management showing results (ROI).
○ Maintain Church website, app, YouTube channel, Church online

● Oversee church and ministry area social media platforms
○ Monitor The Crossing-branded social media platforms to ensure The Crossing’s voice is consistent
○ Consult with pastors and social media managers monthly to better understand social

communities and share best practices as needed
○ Collaborate with social media managers to support engagement campaigns
○ Coach key volunteers and/or social media managers so that they may lead others who are

pushing content for campus/ministry social accounts. Set them up to succeed by sharing
knowledge of successful strategies/systems, and develop new ones when the social media
landscape changes.

● Build and coach a social media content creation team
○ Recruit volunteers with marketing, content creation, photography and/or graphic design abilities

and coordinate with them to serve the social media needs of The Crossing.
○ Develop a content delivery and communication system that allows volunteers to deliver assets

and receive direction/feedback.
● Build and coach a church online chat host team

○ Recruit volunteers with a pastoral heart and ability to communicate through written/typed words
in a live church online environment

● Help the lead minister leverage his voice through social media.
● Support graphic needs for website and email communications as needed.
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● Fulfilling other responsibilities and tasks as assigned.

Connections
The following relationships of support, leadership, and accountability surround this role:

Volunteers This person will lead
volunteers for:

The Crossing Collective social media accounts, online chat hosts,
photographers

Staff Team Other staff positions on
this team include: Associate Worship Leader

Supervisor This person reports to: Worship Minister

Senior Leadership
This person is connected to
the Leadership Team
through:

Worship Minister

Leadership Team Like all staff, this person is ultimately responsible to the Leadership Team/Elders

Hours/Compensation/Benefits
● Full-time: 40 hrs per week
● Location: Primarily at The Crossing Campus w/some flexibility for at home work
● Pay Range: to be discussed upon inquiry; based upon experience
● Benefits: Paid vacation, sick, and holiday time off

Contact
Please submit resume to thecrossing@thecrossingde.com
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